Oh no! Reader Pan’s treasure was stolen again! Help Tinker Spell unscramble these words. Then, take the letters in the circles and put them in the correct order to reveal where the treasure is!

**EASIER**

**U M J P**

1 __ __ __ __

**Y L F**

4 5 __ __

**D GO**

2 8 __ __

**T O L S**

3 7 __ __

**E R M D A I M**

9 10 __ __ __

**R E R A D E P N A**

6 __ __ __ __ __ __ __
MAP SCRAMBLES!

Oh no! Reader Pan’s treasure was stolen again! Help Tinker Spell unscramble these words. Then, take the letters in the circles and put them in the correct order to reveal where the treasure is!

HARDER

N O L G A O
3 8 7

U O J Y N R E
1 2 10 5

L D I C O R C O E
6 4 9

1 2 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 10